Death Knight

Baroness Vashj, Undead's Hand, 29, Night Elf

(6) Flip Barathik >>> Put target ally from an opposing graveyard into play under your control. If you do, the ally also has Frosttide. “This ally can attack only heroes,” and “At end of turn, destroy this ally.”

On your turn: (2), Discard an ally, flip Vashj >>> Put a [Frost] / [Health] Gargoyle into play.

Deathbringer Korduk, 25, Ogre (Throne™)

(8) >>> Flip Korduk face down.

You pay (8) to flip Korduk if an ally you controlled with 6 or more ATK was destroyed this turn.

Deckbuilding: You can’t [Horde] or [Alliance] cards in your deck.

Druid

Wildeer Varek, 27, Worgen

On your turn: (4), Flip Varek >>> Search your deck for an attachment, reveal it, and put it into your hand.

Fon'urn’s Lifesizer, 27, Troll

On your turn: (5), Flip Fon'urn >>> Put three [Medic] / [Health] Tarantula ally tokens into play.

Ariella, Daughter of Courain, 27, Dryad (Crown™)

(6) >>> Flip Geryn face down.

You pay (8) to flip Ariella if all allies you control have 10 or more combined remaining health.

Deckbuilding: You can’t [Horde] or [Alliance] cards in your deck.

Hunter

Master Sniper Simon McKay, 28, Human

On your turn: (2), Flip Simon >>> Simen deals ranged damage to target hero or ally equal to the ATK of a Put you control.

Ginatro, Bilgeward Markman, 28, Goblin

If Ginny deals damage, (2), Flip Ginny >>> Remove target attacker from combat, and Ginny deals 1 ranged damage to it.

Grigparl, 26, Marshal (Horde™)

(4) >>> Flip Gethryl face down.

You pay (8) to flip Grigparl if an opposing hero was dealt 8 or more damage this turn.

Deckbuilding: You can’t [Horde] or [Alliance] cards in your deck.

Mage

High Mage Obisk, 25, Draenei

(1), Flip Obisk >>> Choose “ability,” “ally,” or “equipment,” then reveal the top card of your deck. If it has the chosen type, put it into your hand.

Dreadn the Bloodless, 20, Orc

(3), Flip Dreadn >>> Dreadn deals 4 fire damage to target hero or ally that was dealt damage this turn.

Lady Striva, 25, Mage (Throne™)

(6) >>> Flip Striva’s face down.

You pay (8) to flip Grigparl if an opposing hero was dealt 8 or more damage this turn.

Monster allies you control have +2/2. Deckbuilding: You can’t [Horde] or [Alliance] cards in your deck.

Paladin

Anaka the Light’s Balurakh, 29, Draenei

On your turn: (4), Flip Anaka >>> Target hero or ally you control has Invincible this turn. (1) You can’t play, be targeted, or be dealt damage.

Rohasun, Zealot of the Sun, 30, Tauren

(4), Flip Rohasun >>> Rohasun deals 3 unpreventable holy damage to target hero or ally.

The Forgotten, 20, Tal’vir (Tomb™)

(4) >>> Flip The Forgotten face down.

You pay (8) to flip The Forgotten if you control an ability, an ally, and an equipment.

Deckbuilding: You can’t [Horde] or [Alliance] cards in your deck.

Priest

Tinker Priest Casie, 26, Gnome

On your turn: (5), Flip Casie >>> Target opponent chooses an ability, ally, and equipment he controls. Put each of them into his opponent’s hand.

High Priests’ Nerti, 26, Goblin

(3), Flip Nerti >>> Remove the top three cards of target opponent’s deck from the game. Next hero deals 2 damage from himself for each ally removed this way.

Dark Pharaoh Tekulke, 25, Tel’vir (Crown™)

(4) >>> Flip Tekulke face down.

You pay (8) to flip Tekulke if you have seven or more allies in your graveyard.

Rogue

Sans the Black Blade, 27, Worgen

On your turn: (3), Flip Sans >>> Sans deals 3 melee damage to target exhausted hero or ally.

Joletha, 27, Blood Elf

On your turn: (2), Flip Joletha >>> Joletha has +2 ATK this turn.

Nexn-Thief Aazr, 27, Ethereal (Tomb™)

(6) >>> Flip Aazr face down.

You pay (8) to flip Aazr if an opposing hero was dealt 3 damage three or more times this turn.

Deckbuilding: You can’t [Horde] or [Alliance] cards in your deck.

Shaman

Jaranra the Thunderseeker, 28, Draenei

(4), Flip Jaranra >>> Choose one: Jaranra deals 4 nature damage to target hero, or Jaranra heals 4 damage from himself.

Samuka, Hand of the Tempost, 25, Tauran

(1), Flip Samuka >>> Baezi (look at the top two cards of your deck. Put any number of them on top of your deck in any order, and the rest on the bottom.)

Warlord Grogthin’th, 31, Ogre (Crown™)

If Grok’thol would deal more than fatal combat damage to a hero, hero card.

You pay (8) to flip Grok’thol if you control at least two allies each with 6 or more ATK.

Warlord Grogthin’th, 31, Ogre (Crown™)

Assault 3, Smash 6 (Grogthin’th would deal more than fatal combat damage to a defending ally, he deals the rest to that ally’s controller’s hero.)

Deckbuilding: You can’t [Horde] or [Alliance] cards in your deck.

Warlock

Skoldos the Nightwhisper, 28, Draenei

(5), Flip Skoldos >>> Skoldos deals 3 shadow damage to target hero or ally and heals 1 damage from himself for each damage dealt this way.

Vadthrinder Jindall, 30, Troll

(5), Flip Jindall’ >>> Revend the top X cards of your deck. Put a revealed Demon into your hand and the rest on the bottom of your deck.

Tyron Blackhorn, 28, Sarge Demon (Throne™)

(8) >>> Flip Tyron face down.

You pay (8) to flip Tyron if an opposing hero has 15 or more damage on it.

Rargarble, 30,_multiplier (Choose) (Choose) (Choose) (Choose) (Choose) (Choose)

You pay (8) to flip Rargarble if you control five or more Murloc allies.

Monster allies you control have +1/1.

Deckbuilding: You can’t [Horde] or [Alliance] cards in your deck.

Neutral

Mage Warrior

Steelguard Adamson, 50, Worgen

(3), Flip Adamson >>> Choose one: Add a +1 ATK counter to target weapon, or add +1 [DEF] counter to target armor.

Jaq the Bilgeward Brineur, 30, Goblin

On your turn: (4), Flip Jak >>> Ready Jak and target weapon you control. You pay (4) to strike with it this turn.

Angh, 25, Pumyy (Tomb™)

Deckbuilding: You can’t [Horde], [Alliance], or Talent cards in your deck.

High Guardian Maluso, 25, Tal’vir (Tomb™)

Deckbuilding: You can’t [Horde], [Alliance], or Talent cards in your deck.

High Guardian Maluso, 25, Tal’vir (Tomb™)

High Guardian Maluso, 25, Tal’vir (Tomb™)

Deckbuilding: You can’t [Horde], [Alliance], or Talent cards in your deck.

Jazoun, Shrine Keeper, 25, Dryad (Throne™)

Jazoun, Shrine Keeper, 25, Dryad (Throne™)

Deckbuilding: You can’t [Horde], [Alliance], or Talent cards in your deck.

Rogue Warrior

Mistress Nesala, 25, Succubus Demon (Throne™)

Mistress Nesala, 25, Succubus Demon (Throne™)

Deckbuilding: You can’t [Horde], [Alliance], or Talent cards in your deck.

Death Knight Shaman

Moglar the Fremontscut, 25, Ogre (Throne™)

Moglar the Fremontscut, 25, Ogre (Throne™)

Deckbuilding: You can’t [Horde] or [Alliance] cards in your deck.